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The materials contained in this document are intended to supplement a discussion with L.E.K. Consulting. These perspectiv es are conf idential and will only  be meaningf ul to those in attendance.
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Key topics for today

• How much really changed under COVID-19?

• What does the release path look like?

• How are participants creating value? 

• How do investors currently view the sector?
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Future consumer behaviour is likely to be shaped by a combination of three factors

Future environment 
and opportunities

Changing consumer behaviours form the new reality

Longstanding 
consumer trends

New consumer behaviours 
under the Covid-19 lockdown 

Consumer response to 
Covid-19 unwind
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There are ten major longstanding consumer trends, forged by socio-economic forces and 
supported by technology advances – four are in focus today

On trend choices

Smart buying

Generation rent

Sustainable 
consumption

Time-savers

Online converts

Multi-functional 
homes

Cleaner living

Affordable 
indulgence

Experiential 
spending

F&B trends in focus today

Longstanding consumer trends
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Pre-Covid, these four consumer trends had been showing strong positive momentum 

Key related 
socio-economic factors

Pre-Covid 
momentum

Cleaner 
living

 Being more health conscious 
 Placing greater importance on a healthy diet (e.g., 

healthy snacks), exercise and lifestyle Life 
expectancy

Affordable 
indulgence

 Seeking discretionary indulgences or treats
 Underpinning premiumisation in categories such 

as alcohol, snacks, desserts etc. Spend not 
save

Work for 
longer

Sustainable 
consumption

 Placing more importance on minimising waste, 
recycling and reusing products

 Increasing demand for supply-chain transparency 
and locally-sourced products Urban-

isation
Life 

expectancy

Online  
converts

 Increasing adoption of e-commerce and expecting 
quick fulfilment

Internet 
access

Key: Strong positive momentum NeutralPositive momentum Negative momentum

Longstanding consumer trends
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Foodservice contracted significantly during lockdown and is projected to remain squeezed in the 
short-term; online was the key winner within retail F&B

Source: IGD
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Lockdown led to more time at home and contributed to an increase in family meals, cooking from 
scratch, meal kit sales for new recipes, and snacking

Note: * Online survey of more than 2,000 UK adults. Excludes those who stated that they have not eaten with family in the past month; ** YouGov online survey of 4,343 UK adults conducted on 7-9 April 2020. Mintel 
survey conducted 26 March – 1 April 2020. Obesity Health Alliance online survey of 2,025 UK adults on 17-20 April 2020; ̂  Survey of 1,000 young people, aged 14-19, in England in May and June 2020; ̂ ^ 2020 
data in the 52 weeks to 22 March 2020. Pre-Covid data in the 52 weeks to 29 December 2019

Source: Food Standards Agency; Ipsos; SimilarWeb;Bite Back 2030; Nielsen; YouGov; Mintel; Obesity Health Alliance; The Grocer; Kantar

More cooking from scratch more website traffic of BBC 
Good Food in April 202050%of people plan on cooking from 

scratch more since the lockdown in 
the UK**

38-55%

Surge in meal kits YoY increase in 
2020 revenue for425%YoY increase in 

2020 revenue for111%

Increase in snacking share of healthy snacking 
occasions in 2020 compared to 
the pre-Covid level (c.31%)^̂Similarof young people have increased 

snacking since lockdown in the 
UK^

57-63%

Greater propensity to eat 
as a family of UK households with 

children were eating as a 
family more in May 2020*

44%of UK households were eating as a 
family more from May to July 2020*26-31%

Cleaner living Affordable indulgence

New lockdown behaviours
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Over the longer-term, consumers will continue to make healthier consumption choices

Note: * Leatherhead Food Research survey of 999 UK adults in August 2019; 
Source: The Grocer; Leatherhead Food Research; Kantar; ING; IWSR; Press releases

of UK households have reduced
the amount of red meat they 
consume in 2019*

74%
of UK consumers are swapping 
red meat for fish or chicken in 
2019*

32%
Swapping red meat to white

Increasing plant substitutes
sales of meat substitutes in 
2025 in Europe

€2.5bn
Projected sales growth of plant 
substitutes from 2019 to 2025 in 
Europe (vs. 0-1% growth rate in 
overall meat market)

10% p.a.

reduction in chilled ready meals
sales in 2020 in the UK(4)% growth in overall grocery retail 

sales in 2020 in the UK10%
Decrease in ready meals

vs.

Increase in low / no alcohol 
drinks projected volume growth in overall 

alcoholic drinks between 2020-24 
(global)

2% p.a.
projected volume growth in no / 
low alcoholic drinks between 
2020-24 (global)

7% p.a.vs.

Cleaner living

New lockdown behaviours
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As environmental sustainability becomes a key consumer focus, more are seeking to make active 
behaviour changes to protect the planet

0 20 40 60

France: Change in consumption behaviour vs. 3 years ago
across different criteria**
(Feb 2019)
Percent of consumers (n = 1,000)

Bought more products 
made in France

Bought more plastic-free products

Bought more local products

34

Bought more homemade products

52

Bought more eco products

48

44

32

Note: * In the last 12 months, which of the following have you personally done, specifically in an effort to adopt a more sustainable l ifestyle?; ** How has your consumption changed compared to 
3 years ago for the following types of products?; ̂  I have done this in the past 12 months but not to adopt a more sustainable l ifestyle

Source: Deloitte, Harris Interactive 
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UK: Consumer actions taken in last year to adopt 
a more sustainable lifestyle*
(March 2021)
Percent of consumers

Limited use of single-use plastic

Chosen brands that have 
environmentally sustainable practices

Bought more seasonal produce

Stopped purchasing certain products 
because I had ethical or sustainability 
related concerns about them

Bought more locally produced goods

49

45

28

34

Packaging concerns Buying local / seasonal products Eco / environmental concernsSustainable consumption

New lockdown behaviours
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The consumer unwind from Covid-19 is currently forecast to deliver strong growth over 2021-22 
before reverting to longer term trend rates from 2023

Covid unwind
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125

2019

Nominal consumer spend
(2019-24)*
Index (2019=100)

20 21 2422 23 25

France
Germany

Spain
UK

Note: * Last update on 13 November 2020; ** Last update 15 April 2021
Source: Oxford Economics; Financial Times; Capital Economics

2019 level

 Driven by:
- significant monetary and fiscal policy 

measures, now expected to support 
incomes and aggregate demand

- anticipated vaccine-powered recovery 
in the second half of 2021

- continued adaptation of economic 
activity to reduced mobility

 Even European Bank ‘Severe’ case maintains 
nominal growth of 1-2% across countries
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However it is becoming clear that the pandemic has contributed to a widening of the wealth gap

Note: * Respondents were asked how their financial situation had changed since before the pandemic from “much worse off” to “much better off”; ** Includes food, beverages, tobacco and narcotics; 
*** Includes food-to-go and takeaways

Source: Covid Social Study, UCL and Nuffield Health; ONS
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4%Finding it very difficult

Finding it quite difficult

Just about getting by

Doing all right

Living comfortably

I’m much better offI’m much worse off I’m a little worse off I’m about the same I’m a little better off

Those who were finding it quite 
/ very difficult before Covid are 
a little / much worse off

Those who were living comfortably before 
Covid are a little / much better off
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Consumer outlook may be divided between those who are living comfortably and those who aren’t 
– which could contribute to a twin-speed recovery

Living comfortably Finding it difficult

 Likely to continue adopting healthy diet and 
snacking

 Expected to continue spending more on premium / 
organic products

 Greater focus on value and potential increase in 
cooking from scratch given greater financial 
constraints 

 Potential increase in ready meals

 Likely rebound to spending more in restaurants, 
benefiting higher spend outlets

 Expected to see increased spend on affordable 
indulgence items (e.g., cakes, confectionery) 

 Unlikely to be regular restaurant-goers

 Have seen tangible impact of own behaviour on 
environment during Covid (e.g., reduction in flights)

 Expected to spend on products with improved 
sustainability credentials

 Likely to prioritise value, with more limited 
consideration on sustainability

 Expected to focus on reducing food waste for 
budgeting reasons

Cleaner 
living

Affordable 
indulgence

Sustainable 
consumption

Online 
converts

 Expected to continue shopping online due to 
convenience and time saving

 Some online grocery consumers may aim to return to 
physical stores to avoid delivery charges

Overall Covid 
unwind

Key: Strong positive momentum NeutralPositive momentum Negative momentum

Source: Speciality Food; IGD

Covid unwind
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Overall, the four socio-economic forces are likely to continue to maintain positive momentum in 
the near- to medium-term

Pre-Covid Covid impact Covid unwind Outlook

Cleaner 
living

Commentary

 In the longer term, consumers are expected to continue to swap red 
meat for white, consume more plant-based alternatives and low / no 
alcohol drinks

Affordable 
indulgence

 Consumers are expected to revert back to pre-Covid habits / 
consumption behaviour in the long-term

Sustainable 
consumption

 Continued positive momentum for sustainable consumption, driven by 
increased consumer awareness of their impact on the environment

Online 
converts

 Positive momentum from COVID is likely to return as consumers 
continue to look for convenience and time savings

Key: Strong positive momentum NeutralPositive momentum Negative momentum

Covid unwind
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Key topics for today

• How much really changed under COVID-19?

• What does the release path look like?

• How are participants creating value? 

• How do investors currently view the sector?
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Historical impact of a recession on F&B deal volumes
F&B sector deal volumes decreased during recessions, but rebounded quickly thereafter

 F&B deals have generally accounted for between 3.5% and 6.0% of all deals - at their highest in post-recessionary periods

 While F&B deal volumes have dropped in past recessions, the recovery is generally rapid with overall volumes rebounding within ~3 years

 Split between Strategic and Private Equity buyers in the F&B space has remained stable at approximately 75% / 25% over time

European F&B deals as a % of total European deals (all sectors) and total # European F&B deals

Average of 5.0%

F&B deals as % of all deals (LHS)

# F&B deals (RHS)

Post-recession spikes in 
F&B deals as a % of overall deals

YTD

Source: Merger market, HW analysis
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Historical impact of a recession on sector valuations
F&B sector valuations have tended to remain robust during and post recessions  

 In prior recessions, peak to trough valuation declines ranged between 3.0x – 3.5x turns of EBITDA multiple

 In the recent period, average valuations only fell by ~2.0x

 Following another dip in valuations during 2020, valuation levels have recovered quickly and strongly, already exceeding pre-COVID levels

 We continue to see strong M&A activity in the sector and this is unlikely to change in the short term

EURO STOXX Food & Beverage – NTM EV/EBITDA multiples over time 

Multiple reduction (peak to trough, turns of multiple)

(>3.0x) (>3.5x) (>2.0x)

Source: Capital IQ as of 15 June 2021, HW analysis
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How sub-sector valuations have rebounded 
During COVID-19, valuation levels have bounced back quickly and partially exceed prior levels

NTM EV/EBITDA multiples by sub-sector during COVID-19

NTM EV/EBITDA multiples by sub-sector during the financial crisis 2007/2008

Pre-COVID-19 (2 January 2020) COVID-19 (13 March 2020) Current (14 June 2021)

Pre-crisis (9 October 2007) Financial crisis (6 March 2009) Post-crisis (6 March 2010)

Animal protein Bakery Beverages 
(alcoholic)

Beverages 
(non-alcoholic) ConvenienceConfectioneryBranded 

processed food Dairy Food retail Foodservice Fresh produce Ingredients

Animal protein Bakery Beverages 
(alcoholic)

Beverages 
(non-alcoholic) ConvenienceConfectioneryBranded 

processed food Dairy Food retail Foodservice Fresh produce Ingredients

Source: Capital IQ as of 14 June 2021, HW analysis
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How we think about value and the drivers of value in private M&A
Companies can either focus hard on one niche or prioritise growth and becoming a platform

Two broad strategies to drive valuation 

Focus hard on one niche
Become the “must have” asset in that niche

Prioritise growth and platform
Evidence multiple long term growth levers

Initiative Requirement to evidence

Existing customer growth 

Win new customers 

Innovation 

Channel expansion /

Margin 

Geographical expansion 

Initiative Requirement to evidence

Existing customer growth 

Win new customers 

Innovation (plus category stretch?) /

Channel expansion 

Margin /

Geographical expansion 

Buy-and-build 

Synergy realisation 

Greater risk; greater potential reward
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How investors are creating value over their holding period
International aspirations and M&A platform capabilities are key to really maximising value in Europe

Note: 1) Ranking of importance of value creation building blocks based on points attributed to each building block on a scale from 0 to 5 for >50 F&B companies; value creation building blocks 
depend on the type of company (branded vs. private label / co-manufacturer)
Source: HW analysis

Importance of value creation building blocks for selected F&B companies1

Example 
success 
stories

We have analysed >50 selected European 
F&B companies w ith respect to the key 

value drivers during the holding periods of 
their investors

Drive growth 
with existing 
customers

Win new 
customers

Expand 
product 

portfolio / 
NPD & EPD

Channel 
expansion / 

multi-channel 
growth

M&A / buy-
and-build

Operational 
excellence / 

margin 
expansion

International 
expansion

Value 
creation

Organic growth

Approximately 50% of value 
creation coming from International 

expansion or M&A
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Which themes and strategies are dominating (1/3)
Six core themes that investors have on their radar in the current market environment

Challenger brands 
(Nimble and disruptive)

Why are they winning?

Superior and highly effective marketing (digital-led)  

DTC prevalence – but often as door-opener into retail

More and faster innovation than legacy brands, which fail to attract 
younger customers

Selected examples

Private label / Co-manufacturers

Why is this back in vogue for investors?

Ability to play the category and not only a brand (risk diversification)

Buy-and-build opportunity in largely fragmented markets

Production excellence 

Biscuits

Selected examples

Chilled 
convenience

Ice cream

Juice Pet food VMS

1 2

Strong retailer relationships provide medium/long term visibility (more 
so than suppliers of B-/C- brands)

Alternative 
protein

Confectionery Pet food

Snacks Spices VMS

Source: HW analysis
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Which themes and strategies are dominating (2/3)
Six core themes that investors have on their radar in the current market environment

Buy & Build 
(House of brands and PL / co-man roll-ups)

What are the key attractions?

Largely fragmented markets and availability of M&A targets

Facilitates entry into new markets

Immediate cost synergies (manufacturing, procurement, overhead), as 
well as revenue synergies delivered over the longer term

Selected examples

Channel shift and DTC

Significant opportunity from channel shift

F&B remains underpenetrated in the digital channel

Vast investment going into DTC/Online – the jury is still out on whether, 
in the long run, DTC is a model in its own right, or merely a channel (in 
F&B)
Competition and incessant PPC inflation will result in winners as well as 
losers; how many players will actually ever become break even?

House of brands

PL / co-man roll-ups

Premium 
dog f ood

Value 
dog f ood

Air-dried cat 
and dog f ood

Snacks & 
cakes

Biscuits & 
crackers

Snacks (e.g. 
chips)

3 4

Europe plant

……

Increased portfolio effect over time driving stability, evidenced white 
space for growth and ultimately multiple arbitrage

$21B $43B $108B $118B $58B $34B $38B $11B

$951B

$498B $461B

$326B $294B

$118B $81B $46B

Food &
Beverage

Health,
Personal Care,

& Beauty

Apparel &
Accessories

Computer &
Consumer
Electronics

Funiture &
Home

Furnishings

Toys & Hobby Books, Music
& Video

Office
Equipment &

Supplies

eCommerce sales
Retail sales

YoY growth 25%+ 17% 15% 14% 16% 15%

Online % 2% 9% 23% 36% 20% 29%

DTC is also facilitating key customer demands such as personalised
nutrition

Source: HW analysis
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Which themes and strategies are dominating (3/3)
Six core themes that investors have on their radar in the current market environment

Notes: 1) S&P EUROPE 350 and DAX 30 are perf ormance indices and the ESG indices are recreated price indices; 2) DAX 50 ESG Index comprises equally weighted stock performance of constituents in official DAX 50 
ESG Index as of  23 February 2021; 3) HW Consumer ESG Index comprises 15 equally weighted European companies in the Consumer sector that score AAA or AA on MSCI’s ESG rating scale.

Sources: Capital IQ, HW analysis

Raw material price volatility

How are businesses addressing the risk?

Strong brands and strategic partners able to push through price 
increases to retailer
Innovation (NPD / EPD)

Supplier rationalisation / rotation 

ESG

60%

80%

100%

120%

140%

Feb-19 Aug-19 Feb-20 Aug-20 Feb-21

S&P EUROPE 350 DAX 50 ESG Index
HW Consumer ESG Index DAX 30

ESG assets and indices1 tend to outperform the broader market

2

3

+7%

Since the start of the pandemic, the DAX 50 ESG 
Index (+47%) has outperformed the DAX 30 
(+42%) and S&P EUROPE 350 (+33%), while the 
HW Consumer ESG Index has returned +28%

+15%
+20%

+12%

How are investors thinking about ESG?

5 6

60%

80%

100%

120%

140%

160%

180%

200%

Jan-20 Mar-20 May-20 Jul-20 Sep-20 Nov-20 Jan-21 Mar-21 May-21

Sugar Coffee Palm oil Corn Wheat

+50%
+40%
+25%
+22%
+17%

Significant increases of F&B raw material prices since January 2020

Weakening of USD has been helpful as an offset

Significantly upweighted scrutiny across the whole value chain (raw 
material sourcing, labor, packaging etc.)

Increasingly binary in outcome

Evidence to support that the most ethical businesses are growing 
faster, are more resilient and command higher valuations 
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Which sub-sectors are of most interest?
Sub-sectors exhibiting maximum resilience and growth potential will see the most interest

Alternative protein, Ingredients, Pet food, Snacks and VMS are most sought-after sectors by investors

Ingredients

Natural dominating all 
categories with very few 

exceptions

Smaller players growing 
faster than the leading 

powerhouses

PE will drive M&A activity 
together with aspirational 
ingredient companies vs. 

the Top 10

VMS

Pandemic created long-
lasting effect on prioritising
health, increasing demand 

for immune boosting 
supplements

Blurring line between 
beauty and VMS/F&B –
e.g. digestible beauty 

products

Well suited to evolving 
channel dynamics (DTC, 

Subscription etc.)

Alternatives

Still niche and lack of 
actionable, sizeable, and 
reasonably priced targets

Sustainability and health 
focus driving consumer 

demand

Most categories have not 
decided which technology 
and raw material should 

prevail

Pet food

Long term premiumisation
trends 

Significant uptick in pet 
populations during 

COVID-19

Beyond Nestlé and Mars, 
sector continues to be 

highly fragmented

Snacks

A-brands and private label 
winning

E-commerce channel is 
key as consumers may 

continue to avoid stores, 
limiting impulse purchases

Healthy and natural 
snacking (e.g. nuts, puffed 

vegetables) dominating 
the category
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In Summary 

1. F&B continues to evolve at pace, shaped by a combination of longstanding 
consumer trends and contemporary shifts in behaviour 

2. Many of the changes that have occurred as a result of Covid should be 
sustained into the medium term (online shift, focus on consumer wellness etc)

3. The F&B sector remains very attractive to investors – a mix of stability and 
growth

4. We see M&A activity continuing to remain buoyant in the months and years 
ahead
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The market leader               
in growth strategy

Deep market  insights 
across Ambient Food, 

Fresh Food and 
Beverages (Soft + BWS)

Dedicated, “Hands-on” 
Senior Team 

that leads projects 
execution

Experts in
M&A Strategy, 

Acquisition Screens 
and Commercial Due 

Diligence

Clients include      2 of 
the top 3 foodservice 

operators

Clients include 
5 of the top 6 largest 

global food & beverage 
CPG companies 

Supported
300+ transactions 

in the food and beverage 
industry

Completed 800+ 
engagements in the 
food and beverage 

industry

L.E.K.’s 
Food & Beverage 

Practice

Extensive experience 
with Corporate strategy 

L.E.K. has deep experience in the food & beverage industry
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Harris Williams – Leading middle market M&A food and beverage practice

has acquired

has been acquired by

a portfolio company ofhas merged with

a portfolio company of

a portfolio company of

has been acquired by

a portfolio company of

has been acquired by

a portfolio company of
has been acquired by

a portfolio company of

a portfolio company of

has been acquired by has been acquired by

a portfolio company ofa portfolio company of

has been acquired by

(Pending)
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L.E.K. Consulting Disclaimer

This document is to provide information and is for illustration purposes only. Accordingly, it must be considered in the context and purpose for which it has 
been prepared and be kept confidential.

It cannot be relied upon by any recipient. In accepting this document, you agree that L.E.K. Consulting LLC and its affiliates, members, directors, officers, 
employees and agents neither owe nor accept any duty or responsibility or liability to you or any third party, whether in contract, tort (including negligence) 
or breach of statutory duty or otherwise, howsoever arising, in connection with or arising from this presentation or the use you or any third party make of it.
L.E.K. shall not be liable to you or any third party in respect of any loss, damage or expense of whatsoever nature which is caused by your or any third 
party’s reliance or for any use you or any third party may choose to make of the presentation, which you accept is at your or their own risk.

This report is based on information available at the time this report was prepared and on certain assumptions, including, but not limited to, assumptions 
regarding future events, developments and uncertainties, and contains “forward-looking statements” (statements that may include, without limitation, 
statements about projected market opportunities, strategies, competition, expected activities and expenditures, and at times may be identified by the use of 
words such as “may”, “could”, “should”, “would”, “project”, “believe”, “anticipate”, “expect”, “plan”, “estimate”, “forecast”, “potential”, “intend”, “continue” and 
variations of these words or comparable words).

L.E.K. is not able to predict future events, developments and uncertainties. Consequently, any of the forward-looking statements contained in this report 
may prove to be incorrect or incomplete, and actual results could differ materially from those projected or estimated in this report. L.E.K. undertakes no 
obligation to update any forward-looking statements for revisions or changes after the date of this report, and L.E.K. makes no representation or warranty 
that any of the projections or estimates in this report will be realized. Nothing contained herein is, or should be relied upon as, a promise or representation 
as to the future. 
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Harris Williams Disclosures

Investment banking services are provided by Harris Williams LLC (“Harris Williams”). Harris Williams is a registered broker‐dealer and member of FINRA and SIPC. Harris Williams & 
Co. Ltd is a private limited company incorporated under English law with its registered office at 8th Floor, 20 Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AB, UK, registered with the Registrar of 
Companies for England and Wales, registration number 07078852. Harris Williams & Co. Ltd is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Harris Williams & Co. 
Corporate Finance Advisors GmbH is registered in the commercial register of the local court of Frankfurt am Main, Germany, under HRB 107540. The registered address is 
Bockenheimer Landstrasse 33‐35, 60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany (email address: hwgermany@harriswilliams.com). Geschäftsführers/Directors: Jeffery H. Perkins, Paul Poggi, 
VAT No. DE321666994. Harris Williams is a trade name under which Harris Williams LLC, Harris Williams & Co. Ltd and Harris Williams & Co. Corporate Finance Advisors GmbH 
conduct business. 

The information and views contained in this content have been prepared in part by Harris Williams. This content does not purport to be comprehensive or to contain all the information 
that a recipient may need in order to evaluate any investment or potential transaction. This content is not a research report, as such term is defined by applicable law and regulations, 
and is provided for informational purposes only. Any and all information, including estimates, projections and other forward‐looking statements, presented in this document may involve 
various assumptions and significant elements of subjective judgment and analysis that may or may not be correct. Harris Williams has not independently verified, and neither Harris 
Williams nor any other person will independently verify, any of the information, estimates, projections or forward‐looking statements contained herein or the assumptions on which they 
are based. The information contained in this document is made as of the date hereof unless stated otherwise. Harris Williams does not expect to update or otherwise revise this 
document nor provide any additional information, nor correct any inaccuracies herein which may become apparent. 

This content is intended for institutional use only and should not be relied upon by retail investors or members of the general public. The information contained herein is believed by 
Harris Williams to be reliable but Harris Williams makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information, and information contained herein that is 
based on material prepared by others may involve significant elements of subjective judgment and analysis which may or may not be correct. Opinions, estimates and projections 
contained herein constitute Harris Williams’ judgment and are subject to change without notice. 

This content is not to be construed as investment advice an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular 
transaction, nor shall this content form the basis of any contract. It does not constitute and should not be construed as an endorsement or recommendation of any entities’ products or 
services. 

No part of this material may be copied or duplicated in any form or by any means, or redistributed, without Harris Williams’ prior written consent.
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